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I. Care Management and Member Management  
 
Q: How does a new user gain access to the CCT? (NEW:2/1/23) 
A: Visit the CCT login page and click on the yellow “Register” button. The Register wizard 
will walk new users step-by-step on requesting access to the tool. A link to the CCT 
website as well as a written step-by-step instructions can be found on TennCare’s CCT 
overview webpage: https://www.tn.gov/tenncare/health-care-innovation/primary-care-
transformation/care-coordination-tool.html 
 
Q: Can the CCT show when the member was last seen by a provider? What about if the 
member received services from a different provider?  
A: Yes, when a member was last seen by a provider can be viewed in the Claims History 
section of a member's Care Plan page. This data would include any services provided by 
other organizations as long as the service was submitted as a claim to TennCare. Please 
note that only PCMH and THL providers have access to the CCT. Therefore, no other 
provider will be able to manually close gaps in care, and no other providers' contact 
information will be provided in a member's care plan.  
 
Q: Can the CCT tell me which of our assigned patients have never been seen at our 
practice? We will be doing some active outreach and just wanted to know if the CCT can 
do this before we try running multiple reports to get this information.  
A: In the CCT, you are able to see all newly attributed members each week by reviewing 
the Total Members widget on your dashboard. Clicking into the widget brings up the 
newly attributed members from the past week automatically. We recommend checking 
this each week on Monday, as the attribution is updated every weekend.  
 
You can also run a full member panel report in the 3D Analytics portion (report section) of 
the tool. This will allow you to see all members that have been assigned to your practice 
over the specified time period, and you can then compare against your EHR to determine 
if you have ever provided care in the past. 
 
Q: What should I do if I have questions on member information or the quality of data in 
the tool?  
A: If you have questions on data quality or member information accuracy, please contact 
TennCare at TennCare.CCT@tn.gov with as many specifics as possible. 
 
Q: How do we see the PCP/PCMH assigned to the client if we are a THL?  
A: In the member search results grid, you will see your THL practice name, rather than the 
PCMH provider, because that is how the information is delivered to the CCT from the 
MCO. But on the member's care plan page, you can see if the member is enrolled in a 
PCMH, which PCMH, and who their PCP is, as well as their contact information.    
 
Q: Is it possible to view only the patients that are assigned to a specific Care 
Coordinator?  
A: Yes, Care Coordinators can view the patients assigned to them on the Member Search 
and ADT screen by using the “Care Coordinator” filter.   
 

https://www.tn.gov/tenncare/health-care-innovation/primary-care-transformation/care-coordination-tool.html
https://www.tn.gov/tenncare/health-care-innovation/primary-care-transformation/care-coordination-tool.html
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Q: Within the Care Management section, which members are populated? Is it only the 
members assigned to the Care Coordinator or are all the members associated with our 
organization? 
A: Practice Administrators in a practice that is assigning members to Care Coordinators 
can utilize the following feature: upon first login, the Care Management section will 
populate only members that are assigned to the user’s organization. To show members 
for a specific Care Coordinator, use the Member Search menu to filter your member panel 
according to Care Coordinator assignments.  
 
Q: If a member provides updated information such as a phone number, can the update 
be made directly into the CCT?  
A: Yes, in the Member Profile section, updates to a member’s information can be 
added/edited.  
 
Q:  For multiple providers who are serving the same member, will we be able to see 
what the other provider inputs for the member as well?  
A: Yes, the information updated for a member remains in the member’s profile for all 
users who have access to that member to see.   
 
Q: How is the “Primary Diagnosis” determined? Are chronic conditions and primary 
diagnosis the same thing? 
A: The highest paid out claim determines what is listed in the CCT Primary Diagnosis 
section. Chronic condition and primary diagnosis are not necessarily the same thing. A 
primary or recent diagnosis might be an acute diagnosis while the chronic condition might 
be something the member is routinely seen for. Chronic conditions are also populated by 
claims data.  
 
Q: Can a member be assigned to more than two care coordinators at a time?  
A: Yes, you can assign two Care Coordinators to one member per practice. Separately, the 
assigned provider (also known as the primary care provider (PCP) or physician) is based on 
the assignment at the MCO level for the PCMH programs.   
 
Q: Do we have access to members who are in the attributed status, as opposed to the 
active status? 
A: Yes, members’ THL attribution status can be found under the Member Search section 
of the tool by using the “Program” filter and choosing “THL”, and then using the “Program 
Status” filter and selecting the interested attribution THL status (active, attributed not 
enrolled, etc.). TennCare receives attribution files from the MCOs once a week. Please 
note that “Beneficiary Status” refers to their TennCare status, not THL attribution status 
(i.e., active beneficiary status indicates their TennCare is active.  
 
Q: Will the members’ attribution dates be available? 
A: Yes, new members will have an attribution date on their Care Plan page.  
 
Q: Can a member be unassigned from a practice if the member has never been to the 
practice?   
A: No, a practice cannot unassign members, this is not a function of the CCT.  This action 
needs to be competed at the MCO level.  
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Q: Is there a way to view a hospital diagnosis for a member?  
A: Yes, the member’s diagnosis will be present on the ADT feed and their “Episodes” page 
if it was provided by the hospital.  
 
Q: Can the CCT show when the member was last seen by a provider? 
A: Yes, when a member was last seen by a provider can be viewed in the Claims History 
section of a member’s Care Plan page.  
 
Q: Is it possible to look simultaneously for several specific members that may be 
scheduled for a visit?   
A: Only if the multiple members have something in common such as risk level, date of 
birth, last name, etc. If your organization uses the “Interventions” feature of the tool, you 
will be able to see all members with an intervention due that day. 
 
Q: If a follow-up date is entered for a General Encounter, will a reminder be provided on 
the dashboard when that date has arrived? 
A: No, entering a follow-up date on a General Encounter will not automatically populate a 
follow-up action in the tool.  An intervention will need to be created from the 
“Interventions” menu.  
 
Q: How can an intervention be added to a member profile?  
A: Navigate to the Care Management panel, select the “Interventions” menu, select the 
blue "+", then search for the member by name. Set goals and select barriers, as desired.  
 
Q: Can an Intervention be checked as “completed” in the seven (7) day ADT follow up 
without entering a note and/or what was affected? 
 A: The “Notes” field is required when closing an Intervention, but the note can certainly 
be brief. 
 
Q: Is there a way to set a reminder for a seven (7) day follow-up? 
A: Yes, this can be achieved two ways: (1) When a member has been assigned to a specific 
Care Coordinator, the tool will automatically set an intervention for seven (7) days and 
thirty (30) days post-hospital discharge.  If the 7- day post-discharge follow-up is met, the 
30-day follow-up reminder will automatically be closed. (2) By manually setting up an 
intervention for follow-up in the “Interventions” section for non-hospital discharge 
related events. 
 
Q: Is it possible to see the intervention reminders through a large monthly calendar 
view?  
A: Unfortunately, no.  Intervention reminders can be viewed on the Interventions widget 
on the dashboard, or from the Interventions menu, which will allow you to see what is 
due today, tomorrow, and in the future, as well as items past due.   
 
Q: Is it necessary for the coordinator to complete interventions? What are the end 
results in inputting this information in the CCT?  
A: No, it not required for Care Coordinators to enter interventions. Doing so can be 
helpful in addressing barriers to care, and helpful for general care coordination purposes, 
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but there is no requirement to use this feature. Entering intervention information for a 
member is helpful in providing reminders to the Care Coordinator of what's due or 
overdue, and will help Practice Administrators track what issues/barriers are being taken 
care of. For example, these can be goals set specifically to close gaps in care, but there is 
no requirement to use. 
 
Q: Are Care Coordinators able to assign members to a practice? Or are Practice 
Administrators only allowed to assign members? (NEW:2/1/23) 
A: Both Practice Administrators and Care Coordinators can assign members to a Care 
Coordinator/s within their practice. Under the Care Management menu, administrators 
and coordinators can select the “Assign Members” tab to assign members to one or two 
care coordinators within their practice.  
 
Q: How do you know if a member has been assigned to a Care Coordinator? 
(NEW:2/1/23)  
A: The "Primary Care Coordinator" column on the Member Search menu will display the 
Care Coordinator that a member has been assigned to. If a secondary Care Coordinator 
has also been assigned, that will display in the “secondary care coordinator” column.  
 
Q: Would filling out the goals fulfill the Care Plan portion of Care Management or does 
it still need to be documented in the EMR? 
A: As a general rule, the CCT is not the "record of truth" and does not take the place of 
your EHR/EMR. The goal of the tool is to aid you in your work, but established EHR/EMR 
workflows for your organization must still continue to be followed.  If you use your 
EHR/EMR system to track and manage Care Plans, then you might find it easier not to use 
the Interventions portion of the CCT. If you do use the Interventions portion of the CCT to 
set goals, barriers, and interventions, then any goal, barrier, or intervention you set for a 
member will show up on that member's Care Plan page. 
 
Q: How are Risk Scores calculated for members? 
A: Risk Scores are calculated using the combined Chronic Illness and Disability Payment 
System and Pharmacy Payment Systems (CDPS+Rx) risk adjustor. CDPS+Rx works by 
adding risk across a variety of disease categories and pharmacy claims to calculate a risk 
score for each individual member. Risk categories are determined based on a 
stratification of risk scores into the high critical, medium-high, moderate, and low risk 
categories. This algorithm is run on a weekly basis to keep member’s scores up to date. 
Click on this video link to learn more: 
https://www.tn.gov/content/dam/tn/tenncare/documents2/CDPSTennCareProvidersWe
binar.pdf 
 
Q: Is the county listed for the member based on the member’s home address?  
A: Yes, the county listed in the member’s profile is based on the member’s home address, 
which comes from the member’s eligibility enrollment information.  
 
Q: What should I do if I see member information or quality data in the tool that is 
incorrect? 
A: If you see information in the tool that you believe to be incorrect, please provide 
specific examples and screenshots when possible to the relevant MCOs. If you still have 

https://www.tn.gov/content/dam/tn/tenncare/documents2/CDPSTennCareProvidersWebinar.pdf
https://www.tn.gov/content/dam/tn/tenncare/documents2/CDPSTennCareProvidersWebinar.pdf
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questions after contacting the MCOs or have found data quality issues, please contact the 
TennCare CCT Administrator at TennCare.CCT@tn.gov. If you are sending PHI, please be 
sure to send your messages securely.  If you are experiencing a technical issue, then 
contact the support desk at TennCareCCTSupport@healthec.com. 
 
Q: How can a member’s admission/discharge entry be closed out, as in the follow-up 
has been completed? 
A: Hospital discharges will automatically populate a seven (7) and thirty (30) day follow-
up intervention for assigned care coordinators. Using the “Interventions” section allows 
you to close out an intervention, add notes, and indicate the follow-up has been 
completed. Notes can also be added in the "General Notes" menu to demonstrate that an 
action/close out was completed. Additionally, an enhancement is currently under 
development and will be available in the upcoming months that will allow Care 
Coordinators to add notes directly in the ADT section.  
 
Q: Can all notes associated with a member be printed? 

A: Yes, notes for a member can be printed from the Care Notes Summary menu. On the 

far-right hand side of the screen, select the blue PDF icon to print.  

 

Q: Do the risk descriptors in the CCT match the risk descriptors in the MCO models?  

A: Both the MCOs and the CCT use the CDPS+Rx “Prospective Model” to determine an 

individual’s risk level. The Prospective Risk Model uses diagnoses from the previous year 

to predict an individual’s medical costs for the next year.  

 

Q: What are the CDPS+Rx score ranges for the Risk Categories?  

A: 

Risk Category Risk Score Range 

Low 0 – 0.50 

Moderate  0.51 – 1.0 

Medium - 

High 1.01 – 1.8 

High – 

Critical  1.81 – 3.2 

 

  

II. Care Gaps  
 
Q: Do the Managed Care Organizations (MCOs) record the attestations we make in the 
CCT? 

mailto:TennCare
mailto:TennCare.CCT@tn.gov
mailto:TennCareCCTSupport@healthec.com
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A: No, the attestations made within the CCT are for an organization’s coordination and 
tracking purposes. Claims must be sent to the appropriate MCOs to formally close gaps in 
care.    
 
Q: How are gaps in care closed?   
A: Gaps in care can be closed in two ways: (1) manually and (2) by the CCT receiving 
claims from the MCOs.  
To manually close a gap in care, search for your member using the Member Search menu, 
click on the blue "care gaps" icon next to their name, click on the "View Results" icon next 
to the gap in care you want to close. From here you will be required to enter several fields 
such as date the gap was closed, the source of the information, the results status, and 
checking the box to validate accuracy of the data you entered. Marking the gap as 
"compliant" in the “Result Status” field will update the gap throughout the tool.  Gaps will 
need to be closed one member at a time.  Closing the gap manually only closes it in the 
tool and it is NOT closed at the MCO level, so unless there's a claim associated with the 
gap being closed, your organization will not receive performance credit for a potential 
outcome payment. Manually closing a gap is for care coordination purposes only.  
 
Once a claim has been received it will automatically close a gap in care and change the 
gap into a “compliant” status.  The claim might take several weeks to months to come 
from the provider, to the MCO, to TennCare and then to the tool. The tool is updated 
weekly with claims data, but if it takes a few months for the claim to get from the 
provider to the MCO, then it will be delayed from showing in the tool. If you want to 
manually close the gap in care so it no longer stands out, you can do so manually. And 
when the claim comes through from the MCO, the tool will update to show that the gap 
was addressed by service/claim. 
 
Q: If a gap gets closed manually, would it still update once the claim comes through?  
A: Yes, the claim will automatically close the gap. If you've manually closed a gap in care,  
then the claim will "override" the manual closure to indicate the gaps has been closed by 
a claim.  
 
Q: Should gaps be closed manually once an outreach has been made for the patient by 
the Care Coordinator? 
A: You can manually close gaps in care in the CCT if that's what works for your 
organization's efforts to coordinate care across providers. However, outreach alone might 
not meet the criteria for addressing a gap in care; a service must be provided in most 
cases. Furthermore, accurate and complete claims will automatically close out gaps in 
care once they are received and processed through to the CCT.  
 
Q: What if a gap was closed through a claim or manually closed but didn’t meet the 
time frame requirement in which the gap was to be closed?  
A: If the service was provided outside the timeframe required in order to meet the gap in 
care/quality measure, the gap will remain open as the timeframe was not met. However, 
claims will appear on the member's care plan page. The claim details can still be 
referenced.  
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Q: If you are manually documenting closed gaps, does the information cross over to the 
MCOs since the practice is attesting that the gap in care is considered closed?  
A: Manual closure of gaps is not required; it is utilized for internal care coordination 
efforts.  This information does not transfer to the MCOs.  
 

III. Filters and Reports 
 
Q: Do we have the option to select what information is exported into Excel from the 
MTM all eligible members section? 
A: No, the MTM “All Eligible” report does not allow users to select what information is 
exported into Excel.   
 
Q: Can filters be added before exporting data? 
A: Yes, filters can be added prior to exporting to Excel or desired export format.  
 
Q: Can a filter be used to view only the members associated with our PCPs? 
A: Yes, under the Member Search menu, the “Assigned Provider” filter (also known as the 
physician search), will allow you to view members associated with specific PCPs within 
your practice.  
 
Q: My practice is one of many practices in a Primary Care Group.  When I export a 
measure to Excel (Child and Adolescent Well Care for example), am I able to filter the 
list by Rendering Provider so that I only see those for my providers? 
A: Yes, you can run a search for individual providers using the Quality Measures portion of 
the 3D Analytics engine. Click on Reports on your left hand navigation menu, then at the 
top of the page that pops up, click on "Provider," set your filters by choosing the 
appropriate provider and healthplan(s), then click "View Report" to see how an individual 
provider is performing against the quality measures relevant to their attributed members.  
 
Q: Is there a report for attribution months in the CCT? 
A: Yes, in 3D Analytics, under Practice, click Enrollment. You can then see a full list of 
members attributed to your organization by healthplan by month. 
 
Q: Are phone numbers included in the Enrollment report?  
A: Yes, in the detailed member panel at the bottom of the report, phone numbers are 
provided in the far-right column as you scroll to the right. 
 
Q: Can an Enrollment Report be broken down into the different care managers assigned 
within the organization?  
A: Enrollment data (as shown in the Enrollment report) is not available by the assigned 
Care Coordinator role. However, you can always use Member Search to filter your 
member panel according to Care Coordinator assignments. 
 
Q: Will the member search feature indicate whether a member is PCMH or THL 
participation? 
A: You can search your members according to their program participation by setting the 
“Program” filter on the Member Search page. Additionally, the THL status is also 
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included as a column in the Member Search results grid and export.  You will be able to 
see the THL status for applicable members only.   
 
Q: Can reports be scheduled to run at certain times? 
A: Currently the CCT is not able to schedule reports.  
 
Q: Does it take a long time to run reports?  Should reports be run after bus iness hours? 
A: Reports should not take long to run and running reports outside of business hours 
should not be necessary. Please contact our HealthEC support desk at 
TennCareCCTSupport@HealthEC.com if your practice’s reports are running slowly.  
 

IV. Data 
 
Q: Why is it that data and reports sent from MCOs are more accurate than the CCT? 
(NEW:2/1/23) 
A: CCT data may be different than information sent from the MCOs based on a number of 
factors, including the following: how quickly claims are submitted from providers to the 
MCOs, how quickly MCOs transfer claims to TennCare, and the time it takes for the CCT to 
ingest the data received and apply its algorithms. Depending on where a claim is in this 
process, the data between the CCT and the MCOs may be different.   When reviewing the 
May and August MCO reports, please keep in mind the denominators will vary as the 
MCOs apply a 9-month attribution logic for outcome payments, which is not reflected in 
the CCT. 
 
If you are seeing a discrepancy that cannot reasonably be explained by a lag in claims 
processing, then we encourage you to reach out to your MCO.   
 
Q: In the Quality Measures reports, occasionally there are members who have 
completed a specific measure, but it still shows as not met. Why is that?  
 
A: Members who have completed a specific measure may still show as "not met" if the 
claims data has not yet been submitted from the provider to the MCO or if the claims 
data has not been received or processed by TennCare before being ingested by the CCT.  
 
These gaps in care can be manually closed in the CCT to keep all care team members up 
to date on which gaps are actually opened or closed. It is for care coordination purposes 
only, however, claims are still required to formally closea specific measure. Once the 
claim is received and ingested into the CCT, it will automatically update the relevant gap 
in care from displaying as closed manually to closed via claim. 
 
Q: What's the best way to leverage the CCT tool for Gap Closure of the Combo2 and 10?   
A: The CCT provides data in one place to see which of your members need outreach to 
complete their combo 2 or 10 series. The HEDIS gaps in care will indicate members with 
open combo 2 or 10 measures. TennCare has partnered with the Tennessee Department 
of Health and is ingesting TennIIS data for members under 2 and between 9-13. You can 
use this data to determine if the member has received their combo 2 or 10 elsewhere. In 
addition, the CCT provides care coordination tools, such as identifying barriers to care and 
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goals and interventions to overcome those barriers. If, for example, a member's guardian 
is having difficulty with transportation to bring them in for care, a care coordinator can 
document the barrier and work with the family to identify realistic interventions to bring 
them in for their visit in order to get their immunizations.  
 
Q: How long does it take for gaps to close in CCT after an appointment was completed?  
A: Various elements within the tool, such as gaps in care, are updated after a claim is  
processed, and the processing timeline can vary based on a number of factors, including 
the following: when the claim was submitted, ICD-10 or CPT codes, etc.  
 
The CCT allows for manual closure of the gaps in order to improve care coordination for 
all team members working with a member. Closing a gap manually in the tool is for care 
coordination purposes only, and it will not be submitted to MCOs. It must be followed by 
a claim to the MCO for formal closure. If closed manually, the tool will indicate the gap 
was closed manually. Once the claim is received and processed, the tool will reflect the 
update and indicate it was closed via claim.  
 
Q: Can our PCMH reports from all insurance companies be added to CCT? We have to 
log into so many different websites and this would be helpful.  
A:  The CCT is meant to assist with care coordination and will not be taking the place of 
other systems you may need to use in your practice, such as portals with your contracted 
Health Plans or the TennIIS registry to report on immunizations. 
 
Q: How often is data in the CCT updated? 
A: It is dependent on the type of data. Claims data and medication list updates are 
exchanged weekly and the update is sent to the CCT once the claim has been processed. 
CCT User inputted data and ADT data is updated in near real time.  MCO attribution data 
is loaded into the tool once a week, this includes PCP information and assignments .  
 
Q: Will the CCT connect with TennIIS for immunization records? Will the immunization 
records in the CCT be official?  
A: The CCT will connect with TennIIS to gain immunization records for members under the 
age of two (2) years old and between nine (9) and thirteen (13) years old, but the CCT in 
not considered the source of truth or as official immunization records. Providers must 
continue to enter information on immunizations they have provided into TennIIS as they 
currently do or follow the claims submission process in not participating in the VFC 
Program. 
 
Q: How will the immunization/vaccine numbers for the VCF program that is federally 
funded be counted? Patients get vaccines at the office, which are recorded to the State, 
but insurance does not pay for the vaccines - does the office still get credit for those 
vaccines? 
A: Yes! PCMH pediatric offices do get credit for vaccines that are reported to the 
Department Health TennIIS registry. Additionally, the CCT interfaces with the TennIIS 
Registry, so those vaccines should close associated gaps in care within the tool.  
 
Q: Can you still submit supplemental data in the tool or are we still relying on claims-
based closures? 
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A: Claims are the primary driver, though you can manually close gaps in care associated 
with most measures. You also have the ability to enter supplemental data throughout the 
tool to assist with care coordination purposes, such as weight or BMI; however, keep in 
mind that your EHR/EMR is the record of truth. 
 
Q: Where will the claims-based medication data be found? 
A: The primary location to find the claims-based medication data is in the member's Care 
Plan page. 
 

V. Quality Measures 
 
Q: Can the Quality Measures be viewed at the provider level?  
A: Yes, the Quality Measures can be viewed at the provider level by selecting Reports 
from the left side navigation menu which will take you to 3D Analytics pop-up. From there 
you will choose Provider on the top filter, then click Quality Measures on the left side 
navigation menu. From there, you will then filter your search to view quality measures by 
the Provider of Choice.  
 
Q: Is there a way to manage the members from the Quality Measures?  
A: In the Quality Measure Dashboard, the individual member level detail can be accessed 
by selecting the hyperlinked Member ID.  The hyperlink will open the member’s care gaps 
page, this is also where the member’s phone number address, etc. can be found.  
 
Q: Can you export a list of Quality Measures and the members who have not met that 
quality measure? 
A: Yes, you can export "All Members-xlsx" to get all members and all Quality Measures; or 
you can choose to view a specific Quality Measures and then select "Export". 
 
Q: Does “N/A” indicate that no members  have met the criteria to be included in a 
Quality Measure?  
A: Yes, when there is a zero for the Quality Measure denominator, that will display as a 
“N/A”.  
 
Q: Do BP and/or a1c measures reopen if claims data indicates that it should? For 
example, a diabetic patient often has their BP measured three (3) times a year. What if 
their first measurement in March is at a level that closes the gap but their measurement 
in September is below the metric? Does that gap reopen for that member? How does 
the tool manage this?  
A: Yes, the gap in care will reopen or close based on the most recent value. In this 
example, the gap would reopen for that member if their second BP falls below the metric. 
 
Q: Is there a resource section for Quality Measures?  
A: Yes, in the Learning Library section of the CCT website, you can access the Quick 
Reference Guide on how to view your organization’s Quality Measures performance, as 
well as accessing a recorded training session on our YouTube channel on Quality 
Measures. 
 

https://www.tn.gov/content/tn/tenncare/health-care-innovation/primary-care-transformation/learning-and-training-care-coordination-tool.html
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLTkrElNpdiS3oSOX7HvLRQC5glcU8siAm
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Q: Are Quality Measures assessed on a calendar year or a rolling basis?  
A: HEDIS and the CCT utilize a calendar year for Quality Measures. 
 
Q: Is there any way to filter out only patients who have gaps in care instead of searching 
through individual patients? 
A: Yes, on the Quality Measures portion of the tool, you can view individual quality 
measures according to those members who are compliant with (Met), non-compliant with 
(Un-Met), or excluded from the quality measure. 
 
Q: Will the attestation meet the requirements for PCMH and HEDIS?  
A: For performance "credit" for your organization, a claim must be submitted. 
Performance is managed and/or attested at the MCO level. Manually closing gaps in care 
in the CCT is meant only as a way for you to coordinate care within your organization's 
work flows and team structures. 
 
Q: As a Care Coordinator, is ADT follow-up considered to be part of the performance 
measured? 
A: For the THL program, 7 & 30-day follow-up after a psychiatric hospital admission is a 
core quality measure. The PCMH program does not share this same core quality measure, 
however, it can assist with improving member care and decreasing reliance on the ED for 
care. 
 

VI. Admission, Discharge, and Transfer (ADT) 
 
Q: Is there work being done to improve hospitals entering a diagnosis code when  a 
member visits the ED?  
A: We are aware of the inconsistency in diagnoses being entered by hospitals when a 
member visits the ED. We are ramping up our efforts with our ADT data mangers to 
encourage hospitals to more consistently enter the reason(s) for a patient's hospital visit.    
 
Q: Admission/Discharge tracking usage would be greatly appreciated.  Can we run a 
search for those who've been discharged over a certain time period?   
A: Yes, you can run a search for those who have been discharged over a certain time 
period by selecting the Admission/Discharge menu, setting the "Admitted On" and 
"Discharged On" filters to Other, and the From and To Date to the desired time period.  
You may also use the “Status” filter to focus your search on those still admitted or those 
discharged. 
 
Q: How can the ADT summary be located? 
A: There are two ways to find the ADT summary: either (1) click on the 
Admissions/Discharge menu under the Care Management navigation panel, or (2) click on 
the ADT widget on the dashboard. 
 
Q: Does inpatient data come through to the ADT feed? 
A: Yes, the CCT will display inpatient data that participating hospitals provide.  This 
information can be filtered accordingly.  NOTE: There are only four Regional Mental 
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Health Institutes not currently participating in ADT data transfers, the remaining hospitals 
in the State participate. 
 
Q: How often is ADT information updated? Is the load date available?  
A: The ADT data will be updated in near real time. The load date is not currently included 
in the ADT information, but we are working with the vendor to include this feature in the 
near future.  
 
Q: Can alerts be enabled for ADT? How can you then view the alerts?  
A: Alerts are enabled to show in the blue Notification icon on the upper right-hand 
portion of the dashboard. Alerts will only show up if your organization chooses to assign 
members to Care Coordinators. 
 
Q: Each MCO sends information regarding ED visits and inpatient stays. Is this 
information more current or less current than the CCT information?  
A: The information being sent by the MCOs is claims based. The information in the CCT is 
near-real time from hospitals across the state. All hospitals in Tennessee are participating 
in the ADT feed aside from the four Regional Mental Health Institutes.  
 
Q: Where can the ADT follow-up be marked as “complete” once member outreach is 
done?  
A: There are multiple places you can do this. An Intervention will be automatically 
generated for seven (7) and thirty (30) days post-discharge from the hospital. From the 
interventions section, you can indicate the follow-up has been complete after your 
outreach. If you follow-up is within the seven (7) day time frame, the thirty (30) day 
reminder will be automatically closed. A second option is to leave a note in the 
Contacts/Outreach section of the CCT to document a call, the reason for the call, and 
document the outcome of the call (e.g., left a message, etc.). A note can also be created 
under “General Notes.”  Additionally, an enhancement is currently under development 
and will be available in the upcoming months that will allow Care Coordinators to add 
notes directly in the ADT section.  
 
Q: Can you look at the ADTs for people discharged in the last 24 hours regardless of 
Admit date? 
A: Yes, you can, but note that the Admit and Discharge search fields work independently 
from one another. Try setting the “Admitted On” filter to 1 month or more and setting 
the “Discharged On” filter to the Previous Day (or a specific day), then set your status 
filter to “Discharged”. Run your search and export the results to Excel. You can also export 
all admissions and discharges to Excel, then set a filter on the Discharge column to narrow 
the results down to the specific day of interest.  
 
Q: What are the ADT event types received? 
A: Each event type is outlined in the table below. Note: Not all event types require that a 
provider takes certain actions (i.e., A08 patient information update). 

Event Type Description 
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A01 An A01 event is intended to be used for “Admitted” patients 
only. An A01 event is sent as a result of a patient undergoing 
the admission process which assigns the patient to a bed. 
 

A02 An A02 event is issued as a result of the patient changing his 
or her assigned location. 

A03 An A03 event signals the end of a patient’s stay in a 
healthcare facility. It signals that the patient’s status has 
changed to “discharged” and that a discharge date has been 
recorded. 
 

A04 An A04 event signals that the patient has arrived or checked 
in as a one-time, or recurring outpatient, visit and is not 
assigned to a bed. For example, this event type may be used 
to signal the beginning of a visit to an Emergency Room. 
 

A05 An A05 event is sent as a result of a patient undergoing the 
pre-admission process. 

A06 An A06 event indicates that a patient has changed from an 
outpatient status to an inpatient status. 

A08 An A08 event indicates that patient information, such as 
demographics or contact information has been updated. No 
action is required from providers when this event populates. 

A11 An A11 event indicates a cancelled admit or visit.  

A13 An A13 event indicates a cancelled discharge/end visit. 

 
Q: Are member’s phone numbers that are provided by the hospital captured in the CCT? 
(NEW:2/1/23) 
A: Yes, member reported phone numbers during a hospital visit are captured in the CCT 
as the “ADT Provided Number” on the Member Search grid, ADT Search grid,  and 
Member Contact in their Care Plan view. 
 

VII. General System Usage 
 
Q: We notice that the tool runs slowly at times. What causes this, and are there any 
improvements in the works?  
A: The CCT is a data-rich system. While there are numerous factors that could cause the 
tool to run slowly, including the number of members attributed to your practice, 
TennCare and its partners actively monitor performance speeds and look for ways to 
improve speed without compromising functionality. HealthEC has made some changes on 
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the back end to aide in quicker load times, but if you're continuing to see slow load times 
(i.e., generally more than 10 seconds for a page to load), please email 
TennCareCCTSupport@healthec.com to report the issue. Please try to document the 
action you're attempting (e.g., accessing a member's care plan, running a search for active 
members, etc.), your web browser, and the time of day. Also, please note that the tool 
refreshes all its data over the weekend, so longer-than-usual run times on the weekends 
should be expected.  
 
Q: A new team member has recently joined our organization. How can they gain access 
to the tool? (NEW:2/1/23) 
A: Visit the CCT login page and click on the yellow “Register” button. The Register wizard 
will walk new users step-by-step on requesting access to the tool. A link to the CCT 
website as well as a written step-by-step instructions can be found on TennCare’s CCT 
overview webpage: https://www.tn.gov/tenncare/health-care-innovation/primary-care-
transformation/care-coordination-tool.html 
 
Q: How can a current CCT user be assigned to the Practice Administrator role?  
A: Only one or two Practice Administrator roles are permitted per provider. If a current 
CCT user wants to be assigned to the Practice Administrator role in an organization that 
does not have one (e.g., your organization's currently assigned Practice Administrator is 
changing roles or leaving the organization), please email TennCare.CCT@tn.gov for next 
steps. Furthermore, if the organization feels that it may need more than two Practice 
Administrators, please email TennCare.CCT@tn.gov to discuss further. 
 
Q: How long does the CCT have to be inactive before it signs a user out?  
A: The system is designed to time-out after 15 minutes of inactivity, which includes 
scrolling, moving your mouse without making any selection, or even typing text within a 
field without saving.  To avoid being logged out unexpectedly during this 15-minute time 
period, you must make active selections in the tool, such as clicking on the “search” or 
“select” icon to find patients, or clicking on the “save” icon to save any newly entered 
data, or on the export button to run reports.  
 
Q: Is it too late to add additional superusers to my organization? 
A: Unfortunately, we are no longer accepting super user nominations for organizations. 
The training for the super users has already been completed. 
 
Q: My practice type only shows THL and no other options. Is this th e case for THL 
organizations? 
A: Yes, only your practice type will be displayed.  
 
Q: What are the CCT user role choices available?  That will help me guide my users to 
choose the correct role. 
A: Practice Administrator, Care Coordinator/Provider, MTM PharmD, MTM Practice 
Admin (read-only), and MCO Admin. 
 
Q: If a PCMH assigns a member to a Care Coordinator, can a THL see this and 
communicate with the assigned Care Coordinator? 

https://www.tn.gov/tenncare/health-care-innovation/primary-care-transformation/care-coordination-tool.html
https://www.tn.gov/tenncare/health-care-innovation/primary-care-transformation/care-coordination-tool.html
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A: If the member belongs to both a PCMH and THL and is assigned to a Care Coordinator, 
staff from either organization (PCMH or THL) will be able to view who the other care 
coordinator is and their contact information on the member’s Care Plan page, under the 
Care Team. The CCT does not currently allow staff members from one organization to 
communicate with staff members from another organization within the tool. 
 
Q: In the CCT does the Tax ID Number (TIN) need to be enabled before data can be 
viewed? What if an organization has multiple TINs? 
A: Your organization's TIN is what drives the CCT’s data alignment. Member attribution 
data is sent to TennCare using a single TIN for each organization. It's critical that when 
you complete your forms to request access that you provide the correct, single TIN 
associated with your practice. If you need assistance locating the TIN used by the MCOs 
for your specific organization, please reach out to your Practice Administrator.  
 
Q: We recently transitioned to Google for business software applications. Is there a way 
to export data in a format compatible with Google? We don't have Excel anymore.  
A: Yes, the Excel export icon in the tool can be utilized to execute the Google Sheets 
program. 
 
Q: Can (and should) Case Managers add information into the CCT? 
A: There are elements of the tool that function based on data that you might choose to 
input into the CCT. For example, Care Coordinators can manually close gaps in care if you 
choose. However, a claim must be submitted for the services believed to address the gap 
in care for formal closure at the MCO level to count towards your practice’s performance.   
 
Additionally, the tool offers a robust way to add, manage, and track interventions 
associated with goals and Care Plans. Again, this requires data entry by the user but may 
be helpful for coordinating care. 
 
Q: Can we submit requests for enhancements or additional data elements?  
A: Send any comments to TennCare.CCT@tn.gov 
 
Q: Is there a site that has the CCT trainings and additional resources? 
A: Yes! You can Google "TennCare CCT" to find TennCare's main info page for the CCT. 
The direct link to the learning library: https://www.tn.gov/content/tn/tenncare/health-
care-innovation/primary-care-transformation/learning-and-training-care-coordination-
tool.html  
 

VIII. Medication Therapy Management  
 
Q: How frequently is a member’s medication list updated? 
A: This medication list is updated once a week, and that is based on the data refresh that 
TennCare receives from the MCOs every 7 days.  The claims information may take several 
weeks to come from the provider to the MCOs - but the MCOs provide TennCare with the 
claims information and the attributions files every 7 days, and that’s how frequently the 
medication list is updated.  
 

mailto:TennCare.CCT@tn.gov
https://www.tn.gov/content/tn/tenncare/health-care-innovation/primary-care-transformation/learning-and-training-care-coordination-tool.html
https://www.tn.gov/content/tn/tenncare/health-care-innovation/primary-care-transformation/learning-and-training-care-coordination-tool.html
https://www.tn.gov/content/tn/tenncare/health-care-innovation/primary-care-transformation/learning-and-training-care-coordination-tool.html
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Q: Is there a duration of time before medication becomes inactive in the tool?   
A: There is a one (1) year look back period before medication becomes inactive, meaning 
that if there is no claims activity for your member’s medication after a year, the 
medication status will change from active to inactive.   
 
Q: What if an MTM Pharmacist does not know a member’s medication dose while 
documenting a member’s CMR or TMR?  
A: A pharmacist can enter a null value (i.e. “— “) into the medication “dose” field if they 
are uncertain of the member’s dosage.  
 

IX. For MCOs 
 
Q: For MCOs, it would be very beneficial to be able to see PCMH/THL assignments on 
the member roster.  Is this in the works for future updates?  
A: The Practice’s Name and tax ID number (TIN) have recently been added as new 

columns to the ADT export.  


